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The act of making a choice, apart from any outcomes the choice may yield,
has, paradoxically, been linked to both the enhancement and the detriment of
intrinsic motivation. Research has implicated two factors in potentially mediating these
contradictory effects: the personal control conferred by a choice and the costs
associated with a choice. Across four experiments, utilizing a physical effort task
disguised as a simple video game, we systematically varied costs across two levels
of physical effort requirements (Low-Requirement, High-Requirement) and control over
effort costs across three levels of choice (Free-Choice, Restricted-Choice, and No-
Choice) to disambiguate how these factors affect the motivational consequences of
choosing within an effortful task. Together, our results indicated that, in the face of
effort requirements, illusory control alone may not sufficiently enhance perceptions of
personal control to boost intrinsic motivation; rather, the experience of actual control
may be necessary to overcome effort costs and elevate performance. Additionally,
we demonstrated that conditions of illusory control, while otherwise unmotivating, can
through association with the experience of free-choice, be transformed to have a
positive effect on motivation.
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INTRODUCTION

People will fight for their right to choose in some instances and flip a coin to avoid choosing in
others; in parallel, research on the relationship between choice and motivation is complex and has
produced results that are often conflicting. Research on the motivational consequences of choosing,
rather than focusing on the content of choices, has focused on how the very act of making a choice
influences valuation processes and intrinsic motivation—and the findings have been contradictory.
The act of making a choice, separable from any extrinsic gains or losses the decision may incur, has
been linked to both motivational enhancements and decrements (Botti and Iyengar, 2004; Patall
et al., 2008; Patall, 2012).

From these paradoxical findings, however, two major factors have emerged as potential
mediators of whether the act of choosing has a positive or negative effect on intrinsic motivation:
(1) the personal control provided by a choice and (2) the costs associated with making a choice
(Patall, 2012). Thus, the utility of making a choice, in terms of its effect on motivation, may be
recast as a joint function of the control provided by and costs associated with that choice. Yet, little
is known about how control and cost, separately and conjointly, influence the motivational effects
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of the act of choosing. Accordingly, the purpose of the current
study is to disambiguate how control and cost affect the
motivational consequences of choosing within an effortful task.

There is substantial evidence that the act of making choices,
in and of itself, is intrinsically rewarding and motivating
(Leotti et al., 2010, 2015). For example, there is a measurable
preference for options that lead to a subsequent, additional
choice over options leading to a forced-choice, even when there
are no material differences in outcomes (Suzuki, 1997, 2000;
Bown et al., 2003). Neuroimaging studies have demonstrated
that free-choices, although they bestow no additional extrinsic
reward, enhance neural activation in value-related regions, both
when anticipating a choice (Leotti and Delgado, 2011; Fujiwara
et al., 2013) and when evaluating outcomes linked to choice
(Tricomi et al., 2004; Cockburn et al., 2014). These studies
suggest that intrinsic value is assigned to the very process of
active decision making. Furthermore, engaging in active decision
making can confer a variety of performance-related benefits,
facilitating intrinsic motivation, performance, and effort exertion
(Patall et al., 2008; Bhanji and Delgado, 2014; Murayama et al.,
2015).

Conversely, there are also certain contexts in which passivity
is valued and choice is avoided or appears to have a discounting
effect on outcomes (Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988; Burger,
1989; Ritov and Baron, 1990; Anderson, 2003; Leotti and
Delgado, 2014). This propensity for passive decision strategies
suggests that avoiding decisions can also carry utility. This
supposition, too, is supported by functional neuroimaging
evidence demonstrating that passively maintaining a default
option, rather than making an active decision, engaged the same
neural region activated by winning money (Yu et al., 2010).
Furthermore, in some circumstances, making choices may have
deleterious effects on motivation and performance (Burger, 1989;
Flowerday and Schraw, 2003; Botti and Iyengar, 2004; Vohs et al.,
2008).

As choice can, depending on context, have a very different
impact on intrinsic motivation and related outcomes, there is a
need to identify contextual factors that mediate these effects. One
potential mediating factor can be drawn from a frequent theme in
psychological research: that perceptions of personal control are
intrinsically motivating (Rotter, 1966; Rodin and Langer, 1977;
Ryan and Deci, 2000; Leotti et al., 2010, 2015). Thus, it may not
be the act of decision making per se that bestows psychological
benefits but instead the sense of personal control conferred by
making a decision. Consistent with this proposition, evidence
suggests that the degree of personal control offered by a decision
may mediate between its beneficial versus detrimental effects on
intrinsic motivation (Katz and Assor, 2006; Patall, 2012). Further,
studies that have dissociated perceptions of control from decision
making scenarios have demonstrated that choices engendering
perceptions of control, rather than the mere act of choice, were
linked to motivational benefits (Reeve et al., 2003; Moller et al.,
2006). Thus, substantial evidence indicates exercising personal
control through making choices enhances intrinsic motivation.
However, very few studies have directly, empirically assessed the
role of personal control on the motivational effects of decision
making.

The cost/benefit analysis, a core concept from economics,
suggests that the costs associated with making a decision are
another potential mediator of the beneficial versus detrimental
consequences of choosing (Patall, 2012). Effort is frequently cited
as a principal cost in decision-making, and there is a well-
demonstrated effort discounting effect, whereby effort decreases
the utility of related outcomes (Botvinick et al., 2009; Kool et al.,
2010; Kurniawan et al., 2010, 2013). Similarly, in the context of
choice, there is evidence that as decision-related costs increase,
the utility and positive effects of choice are undermined. Making
choices under conditions of high costs—effort costs, a loss frame,
or negative emotions—can attenuate the appeal of engaging in
active choice (Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988; Beattie et al.,
1994; Iyengar and Lepper, 2000; Fleming et al., 2010; Kool et al.,
2010; Leotti and Delgado, 2014). Furthermore, making choices in
a context of increased costs can give rise to negative consequences
such as reduced satisfaction with outcomes, increased negative
emotions, and diminished performance (Garbarino and Edell,
1997; Iyengar and Lepper, 2000; Botti and Iyengar, 2004;
Gourville and Soman, 2005; Vohs et al., 2008; Hafner et al., 2016).

Given the conflicting evidence for choice’s utility in enhancing
intrinsic motivation and the theoretical basis for control and
cost to mediate between the beneficial and detrimental effects of
choosing, the current study sought to dissociate the motivational
consequences of these two factors by varying the level of control
conferred by choices across different levels of effort costs.
Specifically, we utilized two levels of physical effort costs (a high
and low effort requirement; hereafter High-Requirement and
Low-Requirement), and three levels of control over effort costs:
real control (Free-Choice), illusory control (Restricted-Choice),
and no control (No-Choice). We assessed the motivational
outcomes of choice via preference and performance linked to the
different conditions, as these measures are commonly utilized in
the choice literature as a proxy for motivation (Patall et al., 2008).
As the focus of the present investigation was the impact of control
and cost on intrinsic motivation, our experimental task utilized
performance feedback rather than extrinsic reinforcers such as
monetary reward.

We had three overarching hypotheses across four experiments
comprising this study. Based on effort discounting theory, we
hypothesized that (I) intrinsic motivation and thus motivational
outcomes would be generally enhanced for lower compared
to higher effort requirement trials (Low-Requirement > High-
Requirement). Based on evidence that perceptions of control
have positive effects on motivation, we further hypothesized that
(II) intrinsic motivation and thus motivational outcomes would
improve as a function of the amount of control available (Free-
Choice > Restricted-Choice > No-Choice). Finally, based on a
combination of evidence suggesting that a context of high costs
and low personal control may produce a particularly damaging
coalition, we anticipated that preference for and performance
on an effortful task should be undermined most severely at
the junction of high effort costs and low personal control
(i.e., no available choices). Thus, we hypothesized that (III)
intrinsic motivation and thus motivational outcomes would be
most strongly diminished when no choice is offered, but effort
expenditures are high. Across four experiments, our approach
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic of a single trial within the tasks. During the cue period, a screen presented blaster options (two options for Choice or a single blaster for
No-Choice) until the participant responded. When the “charge bar” appeared, participants began making fast, repetitive key presses to fill the bar according to the
effort requirement. Time allotted on a given effort trial was determined by the formula ct = r(pt )(1.1) + (rt )(1.1), where ct is allotted time, r is the required number of
presses, and rt and pt are the participant’s average pre-game reaction time to make an initial key press and time between key presses, respectively. Outcomes
indicating whether the charge bar was successfully filled in the given time were displayed for 1750 ms.

to testing these hypotheses was to first examine the individual
influences of cost (effort requirements) and control (choice
conditions) and then combine these factors to test their conjoint
effects on motivational outcomes.

GENERAL METHOD

Participants were adult undergraduate students, recruited from
Rutgers University-Newark, who provided written informed
consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and
were compensated with course credit. The Institutional Review
Board of Rutgers University approved the study. To test study
hypotheses, we created a novel physical effort task in E-Prime
(Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA), which
employed, in different combinations across four experiments,
three choice conditions offering different levels of control
(described below) over two levels of physical effort costs.
The paradigm was presented as a video game in which
participants fought aliens using “blaster” weapons. The blasters
were “charged” manually by quick, repeated key presses (physical

effort requirement), represented in real-time by an on-screen
“charge bar,” which incrementally filled in red with each key press.
Blasters only “fired” at an alien if they were fully charged in a pre-
allotted amount of time. See Figure 1 for a trial schematic. (The
task is further detailed in the Supplementary Materials.)

Choice and Effort Conditions
Four variations on this task were implemented, comprising
four separate experiments with non-overlapping participant
samples. While each individual experiment involved a different
subset of conditions (indexed in Table 1), the full set of
choice (control) and effort (cost) conditions are defined here.
The full set of conditions included two levels of effort costs
(Low-Requirement and High-Requirement, as defined by the
number of key presses required) and three levels of control
across choice conditions (Free-Choice, Restricted-Choice, and
No-Choice, as defined by the level of control over effort costs
conferred by the blaster options offered). The three choice
conditions directly manipulated level of control over effort
requirements by offering real control, illusory control, and

TABLE 1 | Conditions in each experiment.

Effort (Cost) Conditions Choice (Control) Conditions

Experiment 1 Effort Requirement Varried, No Choice Low-Requirement, High-Requirement No-Choice

Experiment 2 Choice Varried, Low Effort Requirement Low-Requirement No-Choice, Controlled-Choice

Experiment 3 Variable Choice and Effort without Free Choice Low-Requirement, High-Requirement No-Choice, Controlled-Choice

Experiment 4 Variable Choice and Effort with Free Choice Low-Requirement, High-Requirement No-Choice, Controlled-Choice, Free-Choice
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FIGURE 2 | Example blaster stimuli set. Across all experiments, conditions were counterbalanced with respect to color (to create four blaster sets per experiment)
within the following constraints: color-hue (green vs. orange) represented choice conditions and color-value (lightness vs. darkness) represented effort conditions.

no control, respectively (for further detail see Supplementary
Materials). Subtle blaster color categories represented the choice
and effort conditions, with two similarly colored exemplar
blasters in each category (see Figure 2). Participants were
given no explicit information regarding how the blaster cue
color categories mapped onto choice and effort contingencies.
Across all experiments, choice and effort conditions were
presented in random order. To fill the charge bar, Low-
Requirement blasters required a random number of presses
between 11 and 20, while High-Requirement blasters required
a random number of presses between 21 and 30. Effort
requirements (number of presses) were randomly drawn from
ranges that were only subtly different between conditions
so that effort contingencies would be somewhat uncertain.
This feature of our design allowed implementation of our
Restricted-Choice condition (detailed in Experiment 2). See the
Supplementary Materials for further detail regarding conditions
and stimuli sets.

Preference and Performance
Four experiments tested the effects of different combinations of
choice (control) and effort (costs) conditions (see Table 1) on
preference for and performance on choice- and effort- related
trials. In order to measure preference for blasters linked to
different conditions, participants rated each blaster in the set
on seven point Likert-type scale, with a one indicating “I don’t
like it at all” and a seven indicating “I like it a lot”. Each
blaster was rated before and after playing the game. During
both rating sessions all blasters were visible on the screen.
As such, ratings inherently represented preference in relation
to the whole set of blaster cues for a given game. In each
experiment, pre-game ratings were statistically compared to
ensure there was no systematic bias in preference before the
game. To control for individuals’ prior color predilections,
preference was operationalized as an individual’s change in
preference (computed by subtracting post- from pre-game
ratings). Preference change scores were statistically compared

across experimental conditions. Additionally, to determine
whether preference changes were different than no change,
preference change scores were statistically compared to zero.
Performance was operationalized as the percentage of successful
trials in a given condition. Thus, the two dependent variables
across all four experiments were the change in preference for
blasters associated with each condition and the percentage of
successful trials in each condition. All error bars throughout the
manuscript represent standard error of the mean.

Set of Experiments
The choice and effort conditions were introduced into the game
incrementally across successive experiments so that individual
and potential interactive effects of differing levels of cost and
control could be detected. Experiment 1 tested the effects of a
variable effort requirement alone, using only No-Choice trials of
Low- or High-Requirement. Experiment 2 tested the effects of
mere choice alone, using only Low-Requirement trials preceded
by either No-Choice or Restricted-Choice. Experiments 3 and
4 tested the combined effects of choice and effort, both using
two levels of effort (Low-Requirement, High-Requirement) and
varied levels of control over effort costs. The key difference
between Experiments 3 and 4 is that Experiment 3 utilized two
levels of control across choice conditions (Restricted-Choice,
No-Choice), while Experiment 4 utilized three levels of control
across choice conditions (Free-Choice, Restricted-Choice, No-
Choice).

EXPERIMENT 1: VARIABLE EFFORT
REQUIREMENT, CONSTANT NO-CHOICE
GAME

Experiment 1 used trials of either Low- or High-Requirement,
while holding the control factor constant with only No-Choice
trials in order to test the effects of different levels of effort costs
on preference and performance. In this experiment we further
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sought to establish baseline preference and performance levels for
Low- and High-Requirement trials in the absence of choice. The
No-Choice condition was implemented by offering participants
a single blaster per trial. In line with our first hypothesis, we
predicted that participants would show an increased preference
for and enhanced performance on Low- compared to High-
Requirement trials.

Experiment 1: Method
The final sample, excluding one subject for whom no data
was collected, totaled 36 participants (16 females; mean
age = 22.1 years, SD = 7.33). Participants were randomly
assigned to one of four counterbalanced sets of stimuli (see
Figure 2). Two stimuli sets were composed of only the green
blasters and two sets of only orange. Within all four sets of blaster
stimuli, the color-value (lightness vs. darkness) distinguished
the levels of effort (Low-Requirement, High-Requirement) in
a counterbalanced fashion, with two exemplar blasters in each
effort condition. In a single block there were 16 No-Choice trials:
eight Low-Requirement and eight High-Requirement. Blocks
repeated six times across the game, resulting in a total of 48
No-Choice, Low-Requirement trials and 48 No-Choice, High-
Requirement trials.

Experiment 1: Results
Preference
Figure 3A shows the change in preference for Low- and High-
Requirement blaster cues, on a seven point Likert-type scale, from
before to after participants played the Experiment 1 Game. Pre-
game preference ratings for Low- and High-Requirement blasters
were not significantly different [t(35) = −1.43, p = 0.162].
Preference ratings for Low-Requirement blasters increased from
an average pre-game rating of 4.08 (SD = 1.55) to an average
post-game rating of 5.32 (SD = 1.51). For High-Requirement
blasters, preference ratings decreased from an average pre-game
rating of 4.67 (SD = 1.49) to an average post-game rating
of 2.82 (SD = 1.67). For both Low- and High-Requirement
conditions, the change in preference was significantly different
from zero (both p’s < 0.005). Additionally, the change in
preference for Low- compared to High-Requirement blasters
differed significantly [t(35) = 5.09, p < 0.0001, d = 1.47],
suggesting that the difference between Low- and High- effort
requirements was sufficiently learned. There were no gender
differences in the change in preference for either condition.

Performance
Figure 3B shows success rates for Low- and High-Requirement
trials in Experiment 1. While success rates were high for both
conditions, success for Low-Requirement trials (M = 97.1%,
SD = 4.0%) was higher than for High-Requirement trials
(M = 95.2%, SD = 8.4%), although this moderate difference
did not reach significance [t(35) = 1.99, p = 0.054, d = 0.29].
Males had significantly better performance than females for
both Low-Requirement [Male: M = 98.4%, SD = 2.5%;
Female: M = 95.6%, SD = 5%; t(34) = 2.24. p = 0.031,
d = 0.71] and High-Requirement [Male: M = 98.2%, SD = 3%;

FIGURE 3 | (A) Change in preference for conditions in Experiment 1: the
Variable Effort Requirement, Constant No-Choice Game. There was a
substantial and significant change in preference for Low- compared to
High-Requirement blasters (p < 0.0001, d = 1.47). (B) Success rates for
conditions in Experiment 1. The difference in success rates between Low-
and High-Requirement blasters was moderate but did not reach significance
(p = 0.054, d = 0.29).

Female: M = 91.5%, SD = 11%; t(34) = 2.57, p = 0.015,
d = 0.83].

Experiment 1: Discussion
In this experiment in which only effort costs were varied,
we sought to establish baseline levels of preference for
and performance on Low-Requirement and High-Requirement
conditions when there was no control over effort costs. Based
on effort discounting theory, which holds that the value of an
outcome is discounted by its associated effort requirement, we
hypothesized that participants would show enhanced preference
and performance for the Low- compared to High-Requirement
condition. These hypotheses were supported, as evidenced by
strong preference for Low-Requirement blasters. High success
rates across conditions confirmed that both the Low and
High levels of effort were achievable for subjects. Success rates
were moderately higher in the Low-Requirement condition,
although this difference did not reach significance. Thus,
results from subsequent experiments can be interpreted in
light of participants preferring Low- to High-Requirement and
showing a modest, albeit non-significant, boost in performance
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in the Low-Requirement condition. While men and women
did not show a difference in their preferences for the effort
conditions, men performed significantly better than women
across both effort conditions. As the task was disguised a
video game, performance differences may have been due to
men potentially having more favorable perceptions of the
task.

EXPERIMENT 2: VARIABLE CHOICE,
CONSTANT LOW EFFORT
REQUIREMENT GAME

Experiment 2 used Low-Requirement trials of either Restricted-
or No-Choice to test the effects of different levels of control
(illusory control and no control, respectively) on preference and
performance, with effort level held constant. In this experiment
we sought to establish baseline preference and performance
levels for Restricted- and No-Choice trials in the context
of a low effort requirement. While the No-Choice condition
offered only one blaster for participants to use, the Restricted-
Choice conditions offered two blasters from the same effort
requirement category (Low-Requirement in this experiment).
Thus, the Restricted-Choice condition did not grant any actual
control over effort requirements. However, control is often
inferred even when individuals actually possess none (Langer,
1975; Wegener and Wheatley, 1999; Davis et al., 2000; Clark
et al., 2009). To further promote this tendency of presuming
personal control, three features were implemented including:
(1) giving participants no explicit information regarding the
choice and effort conditions, (2) subtle mapping of blaster cues
colors onto choice and effort contingencies that had to be
learned through experience, and (3) drawing effort requirements
from a range (in this experiment, the Low-Requirement range
of 11–20 presses) so that the effort required was somewhat
ambiguous. While these features were implemented across
all experimental conditions, we expected that the ambiguity
created would particularly facilitate perceptions of control when
participants were given a choice (Restricted-Choice condition).
Although the control offered by the Restricted-Choice condition
was only illusory, even illusory control enhances valuation
and intrinsic motivation (Cordova and Lepper, 1996; Clark
et al., 2009; Leotti and Delgado, 2011; Murayama et al.,
2015). Thus, in line with our second general hypothesis, we
predicted that participants would show enhanced preference
and performance for Restricted- compared to No-Choice
trials, even though the Restricted-Choice condition provided
no actual means for reducing effort costs. On the other
hand, if participants (accurately) perceived that the Restricted-
Choice condition offered no actual control, then we would not
expect to see enhancements in motivational outcomes for the
Restricted- relative to the No-Choice condition (Moller et al.,
2006).

Experiment 2: Method
Thirty-four participants were recruited and completed the
experiment (17 females; mean age = 21.1 years, SD = 5.09).

Participants were randomly assigned to one of four
counterbalanced sets of stimuli (see Figure 2). Two stimuli
sets were composed of only light colored blasters (light green
and light orange) and two sets of only dark colored blasters (dark
green and dark orange). Within all four sets, color-hue (green vs.
orange) distinguished choice conditions (Restricted-Choice, No-
Choice) in a counterbalanced fashion, with two exemplar blasters
in each choice condition. The Restricted-Choice condition was
implemented by offering a choice between two blasters of slightly
different colors that were both from the Low-Requirement
condition. Importantly, choice in this condition did not confer
any control over effort costs, however, this may not have been
apparent to participants. In a single block there were 32 Low-
Requirement trials: 16 Restricted-Choice and 16 No-Choice.
Blocks repeated three times across the game, resulting in a
total of 48 Restricted-Choice, Low-Requirement trials and 48
No-Choice, Low-Requirement trials.

Experiment 2: Results
Preference
Figure 4A shows the change in preference for Restricted-
and No-Choice blaster cues from before to after participants

FIGURE 4 | (A) Change in preference for conditions in Experiment 2: the
Variable Choice, Constant Low-Requirement Game. There was no difference
in preference change between Restricted- and No-Choice blasters.
(B) Success rates for conditions in Experiment 2. There was no difference in
success rates between Restricted- and No-Choice blasters (p = 0.360,
d = 0.09).
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played the Experiment 2 Game. Pre-game preference ratings
for Restricted- and No-Choice blasters were not significantly
different [t(33) = −0.39, p = 0.699]. Across both the Restricted-
and No-Choice conditions, preference ratings decreased from
similar average pre-game ratings of 5.07 (SD = 0.92) and 5.16
(SD = 1.14) to similar post-game ratings of 4.66 (SD = 1.04)
and 4.75 (SD = 1.38), respectively. For both conditions, the
change in preference did not significantly differ from zero
[Restricted-Choice: t(33) = −1.80, p = 0.081; No-Choice:
t(33) = −1.60, p = 0.119] and there was no difference in
the pre- to post- change in preference between the Restricted-
and No-Choice conditions. From before to after the game,
preference for both conditions decreased approximately 0.06
of a point on a seven point Likert-type scale. There were no
gender differences in preference, nor in performance for either
condition.

Performance
Figure 4B shows success rates for Restricted- and No-Choice
trials in Experiment 2. Participants performed similarly in the
two conditions, successfully completing 95% (SD= 7.9%) of No-
Choice trials and 94.2% (SD = 9.9%) of Restricted-Choice trials
[t(33)= 0.93, p= 0.360, d = 0.09].

Experiment 2: Discussion
This experiment employed conditions of No-Choice and
Restricted-Choice for the purpose of determining the impact
of no control and illusory control, respectively, on preference
for and performance on trials requiring only low effort levels.
As illusory control can have a beneficial effect on valuation
and intrinsic motivation (Cordova and Lepper, 1996; Clark
et al., 2009; Leotti and Delgado, 2011; Murayama et al.,
2015), we hypothesized that participants would show enhanced
intrinsic motivation and thus improved motivational outcomes
for Restricted- compared to No-Choice trials, in line with
our second general hypothesis. However, this hypothesis was
not supported, as there were no meaningful or significant
differences between the two choice conditions. Across both
choice conditions, preference for blasters decreased very slightly
and to the same degree. These changes in preference were
neither significantly different from one another nor significantly
different from no change. Similarly, there was no difference in
success rates between the two conditions. Thus, the provision
of illusory control appeared to have no substantial impact
on participants’ preference or performance in this experiment.
While previous studies have found positive motivational effects of
choices offering only illusory control, many such studies involved
choices in a context of rewarding outcomes or intrinsically
motivating situations. However, there is evidence that a context
of costs may reduce the positive effects of choice (Iyengar
and Lepper, 2000; Gourville and Soman, 2005; Fleming et al.,
2010). For example, a series of experiments by Leotti and
Delgado (2014) demonstrated that losses, compared to gains,
can diminish the affective experience of exercising personal
control via making choices. As effort is weighed as a cost in
the decision making process in much the same manner as
monetary losses (Botvinick et al., 2009; Kurniawan et al., 2010),

it is possible that in the context of the present task, effort
costs overshadowed the potential motivational benefits of the
Restricted-Choice condition. Our results are consistent with
work by Moller et al. (2006) who also examined choice in the
context of effortful tasks and found no performance benefits from
choices that limited the expression of personal control. Thus, the
results from the current experiment suggest that when choice is
limited and offers only illusory control, an effortful context may
undermine the potential motivational benefits often associated
with choice.

EXPERIMENT 3: VARIABLE CHOICE AND
EFFORT, WITHOUT FREE CHOICE GAME

The Variable Choice and Effort, Without Free Choice Game
used Restricted- and No-Choice trials of both Low- and High-
Requirement to test the combined influence of different levels
of control and cost factors on preference and performance in
a 2x2 design. Within this experiment we examined hypotheses
two and three: that preference and performance ratings would
favor conditions where greater control is perceived, and that
low control but high effort would have the combined influence
of diminishing motivational outcomes. As in Experiment 2,
the Restricted-Choice condition did not confer any control
over effort costs, as the blaster options offered in Restricted-
Choice were always within the same effort category (e.g., a
choice between two High-Requirement blasters). Thus, the
perception of control was free to subjectively vary, while actual
control was effectively zero across both choice conditions.
Although there was no effect of choice on preference or
performance in Experiment 2, which involved only low effort
requirements, we predicted that the addition of a High-
Requirement condition might elicit a positive motivational
effect from the Restricted-Choice condition. We specifically
hypothesized that the contrast of having two levels of effort
might increase the salience of personal control, as participants
tried to exercise control to avoid the higher effort costs (in line
with participant preference for Low-Requirement established in
Experiment 1). As with all of the experiments, the choice and
effort contingencies were obscured such that actual levels of
control over effort costs and how these contingencies mapped
onto blaster cues were somewhat ambiguous. For example,
effort cost requirements (number of presses) for the two
conditions were drawn from ranges that were consecutive to one
another (Low-Requirement 11–20 presses; High-Requirement
21–30 presses), thus making effort costs somewhat difficult to
characterize. Such ambiguities in the task left a margin of
uncertainty for participants to make inferences regarding the
degree to which Restricted-Choice afforded control over effort
costs. We predicted that participants would infer control in
the Restricted-Choice condition, which would boost intrinsic
motivation for effort trials in this condition. Thus, in line with
our second general hypothesis, we predicted participants would
show enhanced preference and performance for Restricted-
Choice compared to No-Choice trials. In-line with hypothesis
three, we also specifically anticipated that the additional
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effort requirements of the High-Requirement condition might
undermine motivation, especially as high effort costs intersected
with low levels of personal control. Thus, we predicted
that the most severe decrements in motivational outcomes
would be observed in the No-Choice, High-Requirement
condition.

Experiment 3: Method
Thirty-three participants completed the experiment (13 females,
2 other gender; mean age = 21.7 years, SD = 4.83). Participants
were randomly assigned to one of four counterbalanced sets
of stimuli. Color-hue category (green vs. orange) distinguished
levels of choice (Restricted-Choice, No-Choice) and color-
value category (lightness vs. darkness) distinguished levels
of effort (Low-Requirement, High-Requirement); within these
constraints, conditions were fully counterbalanced across color
categories, creating four sets of blaster stimuli with two exemplar
blasters in each of 2x2 conditions (see Figure 2). Across a
single block there were 16 Restricted-Choice trials (eight Low-
Requirement and eight High-Requirement) and 16 No-Choice
trials (eight Low-Requirement and eight High-Requirement).
Blocks repeated four times across the game resulting in
a total of 32 Restricted-Choice, Low-Requirement trials; 32
Restricted-Choice, High-Requirement trials; 32 No-Choice, Low-
Requirement trials; and 32 No-Choice, High-Requirement trials.

Experiment 3: Results
Preference
Figure 5A shows the change in preference for all choice
and effort conditions from before to after participants played
the Variable Choice and Effort Without Free Choice Game.
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise t-test of pre-game preference
ratings did not reveal any significant differences among the
four conditions. Across choice conditions, preference for Low-
Requirement increased from pre-game (Restricted-Choice, Low:
M = 4.18, SD = 1.27; No-Choice, Low: M = 4.03, SD = 1.66)
to post-game (Restricted-Choice, Low: M = 5.29, SD = 1.22;
No-Choice Low: M = 5.15, SD = 1.47) and preference for High-
Requirement blasters decreased from pre-game (Restricted-
Choice, High: M = 4.56, SD = 1.42; No-Choice, High:
M = 4.45, SD = 1.7) to post-game (Restricted-Choice, High:
M = 3.38, SD = 1.54; No-Choice, High: M = 3.32, SD = 1.49).
Across all conditions, changes in preference were significantly
different from zero (all p’s < 0.005). A 2x2 ANOVA of the
change in preference data, indicated a main effect of effort
[F(1,32) = 37, p < 0.0001], such that the increase in preference
for Low-Requirement blasters was significantly different (using
the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold of p = 0.025)
than the decrease in preference for High-Requirement blasters
for both the Restricted-Choice [t(32) = 4.82, p < 0.0001,
d = 1.32] and No-Choice [t(32) = 4.92, p < 0.0001, d = 1.21]
conditions. However, there was no main effect of choice
[F(1,32) = 0.022, p = 0.882], as the Restricted-Choice and No-
Choice conditions (collapsing across effort conditions) showed
virtually no difference in this experiment [t(32) = −0.15,
p = 0.882]. There was no interaction of the choice and
effort conditions in the before to after game preference change

FIGURE 5 | (A) Change in preference for conditions in Experiment 3: the
Variable Choice and Effort Without Free Choice Game. The increase in
preference for Low- blasters was substantially and significantly different than
the decrease in preference for High-Requirement blasters for both Restricted-
and No-Choice (both p’s < 0.0001, both d’s > 1). (B) Success rates for
conditions in Experiment 3. There was a main effect of effort (p = 0.003), such
that success rates for Low- blasters were significantly greater than success
rates for High-Requirement blasters for No-Choice (p = 0.009, d = 0.54) and
this difference approached the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold for
Restricted-Choice (p = 0.037, d = 0.38). Additionally, success rates in
No-Choice, High-Requirement were significantly lower than in
Restricted-Choice, Low-Requirement (p = 0.008, d = –0.44).

[F(1,32) = 0.003, p = 0.957]. When gender was added as a
between subjects factor in the ANOVA, there were no significant
effects related to gender for either the preference or performance
measures.

Performance
Figure 5B shows success rates for all conditions in the Variable
Choice and Effort Without Free Choice Game. Success rates
were high (above 95%) for all four conditions (Restricted-
Choice, Low-Requirement: M = 97.9%, SD = 3.4%; Restricted-
Choice, High-Requirement: M = 96.2%, SD = 5.3%; No-Choice,
Low-Requirement: M = 98.4%, SD = 2.6%; No-Choice, High-
Requirement: M = 95.3%, SD = 7.7%). A 2x2 ANOVA indicated
a main effect of effort [F(1,32) = 10.679, p = 0.003], such that
success rates for Low-Requirement blasters were significantly
greater than success rates for High-Requirement blasters for the
No-Choice condition [t(32) = 2.77, p = 0.009, d = 0.54] and
this difference for the Restricted-Choice condition approached
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the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold of p = 0.025
[t(32) = 2.18, p = 0.037, d = 0.38]. However, there was no
main effect of choice [F(1,32) = 0.181, p = 0.674], as the
Restricted-Choice and No-Choice conditions (collapsing across
effort conditions) showed virtually no difference [t(32) = 0.425,
p = 0.674]. There was no interaction of the choice and effort
conditions [F(1,32)= 1.267, p= 0.269].

As we had an a priori hypothesis that the greatest
motivational decrements would be observed in the No-Choice,
High-Requirement condition, we also examined performance
differences in this condition relative to the other conditions.
While the decrement in performance in the No-Choice, High-
Requirement condition was significant when compared to both
No-Choice, Low-Requirement (as already stated) and Restricted-
Choice, Low-Requirement [t(32)=−2.81, p= 0.008, d=−0.44],
the decrement was not significant in comparison to Restricted-
Choice, High-Requirement [t(32)=−0.88, p= 0.385].

Experiment 3: Discussion
This experiment employed conditions of No-Choice and
Restricted-Choice across both Low-Requirement and High-
Requirement trials to determine the combined impact of
varying both costs and control over effort requirements on
motivational outcomes in a 2x2 design. While the Restricted-
Choice condition did not confer any actual control over
effort costs, experimental contingencies were ambiguous so
that participants might infer control (though illusory), and
thus, experience enhanced motivation in this condition. We
hypothesized that the varied effort requirements might create
a direct contrast effect, making the choice condition more
salient in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 2. Thus, in line
with our second general hypothesis, we anticipated increased
intrinsic motivation when participants were given a choice and,
therefore, enhanced motivational outcomes for the Restricted-
compared to No-Choice condition. However, this hypothesis was
not supported. Only the effort, but not the choice condition
had an effect on preference and performance. Replicating
results from Experiment 1 and supporting our first general
hypothesis, participants in Experiment 3 both preferred and
were more successful on Low-Requirement compared to High-
Requirement trials. Replicating results from Experiment 2,
Restricted-Choice compared to No-Choice did not significantly
affect preference or performance. Thus across Experiments 2
and 3, there was no evidence that the mere provision of
choice, conferring only illusory control, had any impact on
participants’ preference or performance. These findings are in
line with studies demonstrating that mere choice, devoid of
opportunities for personal control, does not enhance motivation
(Reeve et al., 2003; Moller et al., 2006). Further, these results
suggest participants may have experienced the Restricted-Choice
condition, which offered options that were only superficially
different, as limiting their opportunity to express control.
Evidence suggests when individuals experience conditions as
controlling their behavior rather than providing them with an
opportunity for control, intrinsic motivation is undermined
(Pittman et al., 1980; Deci and Ryan, 1987; Patall et al.,
2008).

While we did not observe a differential effect between the
choice conditions related to increasing effort requirements, it is
possible that both effort conditions required an effort cost beyond
some threshold at which the potential motivational benefits of
choice are undermined–particularly when choices offer no real
control. Thus, the null effect of choice in this experiment may be
due to both low levels of personal control (in both the Restricted-
and No-Choice conditions) and due to effort costs (across both
effort conditions).

While our second general hypothesis was not supported,
performance results are consistent with our third general
hypothesis, which posited that the greatest motivational deficits
would occur when the lowest levels of personal control met
the highest effort costs. Participants were least successful in
the No-Choice, High-Requirement condition, suggesting a lack
of control and effort costs may exert a conjoint influence to
undermine motivation. To further parse the effects of personal
control and effort costs on the motivational consequences of
choice, future studies should examine the effects of differing
levels of control across a greater range of effort costs, including a
no-effort condition. Nonetheless, results from the current study
suggest that in the context of effort requirements, a choice
conferring only illusory control may not sufficiently bolster
perceptions of personal control or override decision-related costs
to enhance motivation.

EXPERIMENT 4: VARIABLE CHOICE AND
EFFORT, WITH FREE CHOICE GAME

The Variable Choice and Effort, With Free Choice Game was
similar to Experiment 3, but introduced a new choice condition:
Free-Choice. In the Free-Choice condition, participants were
given a choice between one Low- and one High-Requirement
blaster and were allowed to freely choose which they preferred
to use. Thus, Experiment 4 used Free-, Restricted- and No-
Choice trials of both Low- and High-Requirement to test the
combined influence of different levels of personal control and
effort costs on preference and performance. As before, the
Restricted-Choice condition did not offer any actual control
over effort requirements; however, the Free-Choice condition
did. We sought to determine whether the provision of Free-
Choice would increase perceptions of control to enhance
intrinsic motivation for freely chosen effort trials. In line with
our second general hypothesis, we generally predicted that
motivational outcomes would be enhanced correspondent to the
level of control conferred by choice (Free-Choice > Restricted-
Choice > No-Choice). However, choice conditions could not
be fully dissociated for the preference data, because the Free-
and Restricted-Choice conditions utilized the same set of blaster
cues (and preference was calculated via pre- and post- game
ratings of the cues). Thus, preference could only be determined
for the collapsed Choice condition (encompassing both Free-
and Restricted-Choice). Therefore, for preference data, we
hypothesized that Choice trials would be preferred over No-
Choice trials. Furthermore, as the only difference between the
two conditions comprising the collapsed Choice condition was
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whether the blasters options presented were from the same
(Restricted-) or different (Free-) effort categories, we further
anticipated that perceptions of control elicited by Free-Choice
trials would generalize to the Restricted-Choice trials as well.
Therefore, for the performance data, we hypothesized that
we would observe enhanced performance in both Free- and
Restricted-Choice conditions. In line with our third general
hypothesis, we also predicted that any observed deficits in
motivational outcomes would occur at the intersection of the
lowest levels of personal control (only No-Choice in this
experiment) and the highest effort costs (High-Requirement).

Experiment 4: Method
The final sample, with one participant excluded for not
following directions, totaled 33 participants (22 females; mean
age = 21.7 years, SD = 4.21). Participants were randomly
assigned to one of four counterbalanced sets of stimuli. As in
Experiment 3, conditions were fully counterbalanced across color
categories, creating four sets of blaster stimuli (see Figure 2). In
terms of the blaster stimuli, this Experiment only differed from
Experiment 3 in that the color-hue category (green vs. orange)
representing Choice, represented both the Free- and Restricted-
Choice conditions together. Across a single block there were
16 No-Choice trials (eight Low-Requirement and eight High-
Requirement) and 16 Choice trials. Within the Choice trials, there
were eight Restricted-Choice trials (four Low-Requirement and
four High-Requirement) and eight Free-Choice trials (in which
participants could freely choose Low- or High-Requirement).
Blocks repeated four times across the game resulting in a total
of 32 No-Choice, Low-Requirement trials, 32 No-Choice, High-
Requirement trials, at least 16 Choice, Low-Requirement and at
least 16 Choice, High-Requirement trials, plus an additional 32
Free-Choice trials (with effort level dependent on participants’
choices).

Experiment 4: Results
Preference
Figure 6A shows the change in preference for all choice and
effort conditions from before to after participants played the
Variable Choice and Effort With Free Choice Game. Bonferroni-
corrected pairwise t-test of pre-game preference ratings did not
reveal any significant differences among the four conditions.
Across both choice conditions, preference for Low-Requirement
blasters increased from pre-game (Choice, Low: M = 4.52,
SD = 1.45; No-Choice, Low: M = 5.13, SD = 1.43) to post-
game (Choice, Low: M = 5.73, SD = 1.31; No-Choice, Low:
M = 6.02, SD = 0.68) and preference for High-Requirement
blasters decreased from pre-game (Choice, High: M = 4.63,
SD= 1.41; No-Choice, High: M = 4.72, SD= 1.63) to post-game
(Choice, High: M= 2.63, SD= 1.12; No-Choice, High: M= 2.75,
SD = 1.45). Across all conditions, changes in preference were
significantly different from zero (all p’s < 0.005). A 2x2 ANOVA
of the change in preference data, indicated a main effect of effort
[F(1,31)= 46.98, p < 0.0001], such that the increase in preference
for Low-Requirement blasters was significantly different (using
the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold of p = 0.025)
than the decrease in preference for High-Requirement blasters

FIGURE 6 | (A) Change in preference for conditions in Experiment 4: the
Variable Choice and Effort With Free Choice Game. There was a main effect of
effort (p < 0.0001), such that the increase in preference for Low- blasters was
substantially and significantly different than the decrease in preference for
High-Requirement blasters for both Choice and No-Choice (both
p’s < 0.0001, both d’s > 1). (B) Success rates for conditions in Experiment 4.
A 2x2 ANOVA excluding the Free-Choice condition, produced a main effect of
effort (p = 0.025), although the pairwise comparisons across effort
requirement conditions did not reach significance for either Choice (p = 0.095,
d = 0.26) or No-Choice (p = 0.062, d = 0.30). There was also a main effect of
choice (p = 0.015), such that success rates for Choice were significantly
greater than success rates for No-Choice in the High-Requirement (p = 0.021,
d = 0.24), but this difference did not reach significance for the
Low-Requirement (p = 0.187, d = 0.24). Also, success rates for No-Choice,
High-Requirement were significantly different than in Restricted Choice,
Low-Requirement (p < 0.005, d = –0.54).

for both Choice [t(31) = 6.87, p < 0.0001, d = 1.86] and No-
Choice [t(31) = 5.06, p < 0.0001, d = 1.43]. However, there was
no main effect of the choice [F(1,31) = 0.30, p = 0.59] and no
interaction of the choice and effort conditions in the preference
change [F(1,31)= 0.44, p = 0.511]. When gender was added as a
between subjects factor in the ANOVA, there were no significant
effects related to gender for either the preference or performance
measures.

Performance
Figure 6B shows success rates for all conditions in the Variable
Choice and Effort With Free Choice Game. Success rates were
high (above 93%) across all six conditions (Free-Choice, Low-
Requirement: M = 96.2%, SD = 8.3%; Free-Choice, High-
Requirement: M = 95.7%, SD = 11.1%; Restricted-Choice,
Low-Requirement: M = 97.3%, SD = 5.9%; Restricted-Choice,
High-Requirement: M = 95.5%, SD = 8%; No-Choice, Low-
Requirement: M = 95.8%, SD = 6.8%; No-Choice, High-
Requirement: M = 93.6%, SD = 7.7%). The 3x2 ANOVA
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including all three choice conditions and both effort conditions
did not reveal any significant differences among the conditions
[F(1,31)= 0.233, p= 0.793].

We also decided to analyze the performance data in a 2x2
fashion, with Free-Choice trials excluded. This analysis was
performed for several reasons: (1) we wanted to perform an
analysis comparable to that in Experiment 3; (2) treating Free-
Choice and Restricted-Choice as separate conditions may not
have accurately reflected participants’ experience of the game
as both types of choice were implemented utilizing the same
set of blaster cues and thus may have been indistinguishable to
participants; (3) collapsing Free- and Restricted-Choice into a
single Choice condition was not appropriate as the Free-Choice
condition involved a higher percentage of Low-Requirement
trials than the two other choice conditions (in which Low- and
High-Requirement were balanced); and (4) average success scores
were computed from fewer data points in the Free-Choice, High-
Requirement condition as participants tended not to choose
High- blasters when given a Free-Choice and three subjects
never chose a High- blaster during a Free-Choice trial. Thus,
performance was analyzed in a 2x2 fashion, excluding Free-
Choice trials. While this analysis paralleled the one performed
in Experiment 3, the key difference here is that the Free-
Choice condition may have still exerted an influence on the
context in which participants experienced Restricted-Choice in
Experiment 4.

The 2x2 ANOVA with factors of Restricted- and No-Choice
and Low- and High- Requirement revealed a main effect of
effort [F(1,31) = 5.57, p = 0.025]. While success rates for
Low-Requirement blasters were greater than success rates for
High-Requirement blasters, post hoc pairwise comparisons did
not reach significance for either of the Choice [t(31) = 1.72,
p = 0.095, d = 0.26] or the No-Choice [t(31) = 1.94, p = 0.062,
d = 0.30] conditions.

Further, the 2x2 ANOVA revealed a main effect of choice
[F(1,31)= 6.64, p= 0.015], such that success rates for the Choice
condition were significantly greater than success rates for the No-
Choice condition for High-Requirement [t(31)= 2.43, p= 0.021,
d = 0.24], while this difference was not significant for Low-
Requirement [t(31) = 1.35, p = 0.187, d = 0.24]. There was
no interaction of the choice and effort factors [F(1,31) = 0.13,
p= 0.725].

As we had an a priori hypothesis that the greatest
motivational decrements would be observed in the No-Choice,
High-Requirement condition, we also examined performance
differences in this condition relative to other conditions. While
the decrement in performance in No-Choice, High-Requirement
was significant when compared to Choice, High-Requirement (as
already stated) and Choice, Low-Requirement [t(31) = −4.27,
p < 0.005, d = −0.54], this decrement in performance did
not reach the Bonferroni-corrected significance threshold of
p = 0.017 when compared to No-Choice, Low-Requirement
[t(31)=−1.94, p= 0.062, d =−0.30].

Experiment 4: Discussion
This experiment employed conditions of No-Choice, Restricted-
Choice, and Free-Choice across both Low-Requirement and

High-Requirement trials to determine the combined impact of
varying both costs and control on motivational outcomes. The
design of Experiment 4 was similar to Experiment 3, except
that only half of the Choice trials were Restricted-Choice trials
(split evenly between Low- and High-Requirement), and the
other half of the Choice trials were Free-Choice. Free-Choice
trials offered participants a choice between a High- and a Low-
Requirement blaster and they freely chose which they preferred
to use. Given the Restricted-Choice condition in Experiments 2
and 3 did not enhance preference or performance, we sought to
determine whether the provision of Free-Choice, a choice that did
actually confer control over effort costs, would enhance intrinsic
motivation. In line with our second general hypothesis, we
predicted that outcomes would be enhanced correspondent to the
level of control conferred. While preference data did not support
this hypothesis, it did replicate the findings from Experiments
1–3, with an increase in preference for Low-Requirement cues,
a decrease for High-Requirement cues, and no apparent effect
of Choice (representing both Free- and Restricted-Choice) on
preference.

Performance data, however, did demonstrate main effects of
not only effort but also choice. While the 3x2 analysis of success
rates did not yield significant effects, this may have been due to
the two choice conditions being indistinguishable to participants
as they were both represented by the same blaster cues. Thus, we
also analyzed performance data in a 2x2 fashion, excluding Free-
Choice trials, in order to have an analysis comparable to that in
Experiment 3 and to remove the low effort advantage conferred
by Free-Choice. Results from this analysis replicated results
from Experiments 1 and 3, and supported our first hypothesis,
with participants performing significantly better on Low- than
High-Requirement trials. Interestingly, while effort effect sizes
in Experiment 3 (without Free-Choice) were moderate to large,
effort effect sizes in this experiment (that did include Free-
Choice) were small to moderate, suggesting that in the context
of Free-Choice, the magnitude of effort’s effect was reduced.

Importantly, results from this analysis also supported
our second hypothesis that intrinsic motivation and thus
motivational outcomes would be enhanced correspondent to the
level of control conferred by the choice condition. Experiment 4
was the only experiment to offer actual control over effort costs
and the only experiment in which participants performed better
on effortful trials in which they were given a choice compared to
those in which they were not. Interestingly, the choice effect sizes
for performance in this experiment were comparable to the effort
effect sizes. This suggests that in the context of Free-Choice, effort
and choice may have a similar effect magnitude on performance.
This positive motivational effect of choice was present even when
Free-Choice trials were excluded. Thus, even when the lower
effort advantage conferred by Free-Choices was removed from
the analysis, the motivational effect of personal control, uniquely
offered in this experiment, still had a positive impact on the
illusory control condition, a previously unmotivating condition.

Thus, in contrast to Experiments 2 and 3, in which Restricted-
Choices were offered alone and there was no positive effect of
choice, the results of Experiment 4 suggest that the provision of
occasional free choices may be sufficient to provide motivational
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benefits in an effortful, and otherwise uncontrollable context.
While participants were not more successful on Free-Choice
trials than on Restricted-Choice trials, this may have been due
to both the Restricted- and the Free-Choice trials utilizing the
same set of blaster stimuli. Given the subtle differences between
these two Choice conditions, it is possible that participants may
not have explicitly distinguished between Free- and Restricted-
Choice conditions, and rather, perceived all the choices as
conferring some control over effort costs.

In line with our third hypothesis, and consistent with results
from Experiment 3, we again observed the lowest levels of
performance in the No-Choice, High-Requirement condition,
again supporting the notion that low levels of personal control
and high levels of costs may combine to undermine motivation
(Iyengar and Lepper, 2000; Reeve et al., 2003; Moller et al.,
2006; Fleming et al., 2010; Patall, 2012). While choosing
did significantly enhance performance, preference remained
unaffected by the provision of choice. It is possible that
despite perceptions of control positively affecting performance on
immediately subsequent trials, this apparent motivational effect
was not integrated across trials to create a stronger preference
for cues associated with choice. It is also possible that effort costs
undermined the preference for having a choice but not choice-
linked performance. Future research might investigate possible
dissociable effects of perceptions of control on performance and
preference and how these effects may dynamically interact with
one another.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present research attempted to disambiguate how control and
cost factors affect the motivational consequences of choosing,
across differing levels of personal control, within an effortful
task. Across four experiments we tested the hypotheses that
intrinsic motivation and thus motivational outcomes would be:
(I) enhanced when lower compared to higher effort was required,
(II) enhanced correspondent to the level of control conferred
by choice, and (III) diminished when the lowest levels of
personal control intersected with the highest effort requirements.
These hypotheses were generally, although not always specifically
supported.

Our first hypothesis was premised upon effort discounting
theory, which holds that effort decreases the utility of related
outcomes (Botvinick et al., 2009; Kurniawan et al., 2013).
Thus, we hypothesized that participants would both prefer and
perform better on lower effort requirements. This hypothesis
was supported for both preference and performance across all
experiments that varied effort (1, 3, 4). This result held despite
the time allowance for effort trials being calibrated so that both
levels of effort were achievable.

Our second hypothesis, that intrinsic motivation and thus
motivational outcomes would be enhanced according to the
level of control offered by the choice condition was generally
supported, although the threshold for an effect of control was
not what was predicted. As much research has demonstrated the
motivational benefits of personal control and even of illusory

control (Langer, 1975; Langer and Rodin, 1976; Alloy and
Abramson, 1979; Ryan and Deci, 2000; Leotti et al., 2010, 2015),
we predicted that our illusory control (Restricted-Choice)
condition would enhance motivational outcomes. However, our
results indicated that illusory control alone may not enhance
intrinsic motivation in a context of effortful exertion. In
Experiments 2 and 3, which only offered illusory control, no
beneficial effects of choosing were observed. However, in the only
experiment to offer real control over effort costs (Experiment 4),
there was a positive effect of choice on performance. Importantly,
choice effect sizes in this experiment were comparable to effort
effect sizes, suggesting that in the context of real control, choice
and effort had similar magnitude effects on intrinsic motivation
to perform. Together, these results suggest that while real control
enhances intrinsic motivation in the face of effort costs, illusory
control alone may not be sufficient.

Based on evidence that low levels of personal control and
heightened costs associated with a decision may combine to
produce a particularly damaging coalition, our third hypothesis
predicted that we would observe the largest decrements in
motivation when personal control was at its lowest and cost was
at its highest. This hypothesis was largely confirmed in both of the
experiments testing control and cost together (Experiments 3 and
4), suggesting that the combined effect of low personal control
and a context of high costs can lead to diminished intrinsic
motivation.

Another interesting effect to emerge was that, while illusory
control alone did not enhance intrinsic motivation, the positive
effects of free choice appeared to generalize from the real control
condition to the illusory control condition. That is, when real
control was offered, there was enhanced performance in illusory
control trials, even when the direct influence of Free-Choice
trials (and the low-effort advantage conferred by Free-Choice)
was removed. This suggests conditions of illusory control can
be contextualized by the opportunity for real control, enhancing
motivational effects of illusory control when it otherwise might
not be associated with increased motivation.

Together the pattern of results across all of our experiments
provides support for our overarching hypotheses, suggesting that
personal control provides benefits to intrinsic motivation while
effort costs undermine these benefits. Further, our results suggest
there may be interplay between control and cost factors that
may influence the motivational consequences of making choices.
For example, our study demonstrated that under conditions of
effort costs, low levels of personal control might not override
these costs to boost intrinsic motivation in a decision making
context. This is consistent with work suggesting there may be
a framing effect for decisions such that choice may lose its
desirability and advantageous features in the context of loss
frames and high costs (Iyengar and Lepper, 2000; Fleming
et al., 2010; Leotti and Delgado, 2014). For example, Botti and
Iyengar (2004) found beneficial effects of choosing when options
were attractive but found detrimental effects of choosing when
participants chose from among unattractive options. Similarly,
effortful contexts may negate the benefits of mere choice and
require higher levels of personal control to furnish motivation
and confer value to the decision making process. Our study also
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demonstrated that deriving positive motivational effects from
illusory control, while commonly evidenced (e.g., Cordova and
Lepper, 1996; Clark et al., 2009; Murayama et al., 2015), may be
a fragile effect, easily unraveled by factors such as effort costs.
This interpretation is consistent with prior work demonstrating
motivational benefits resulting from choices that confer personal
control but not from the mere act of choice (Reeve et al., 2003;
Moller et al., 2006).

The present study also had several limitations. First, while
we directly manipulated personal control across our choice
conditions, no self-report manipulation checks were included
and, thus, we can only infer that it was indeed perceptions of
personal control that led to the motivational effects observed
in Experiment 4. Future work should include self-report
measures to ensure that perceptions of personal control match
corresponding manipulations of control. Second, in future
work, measures of motivation should be refined and potential
modulating factors should be tested. For example, while we used
preference and performance as measures of motivation across
conditions, we did not include a self-report measure of intrinsic
motivation for the different choice and effort conditions. Self-
reported intrinsic motivation may have more directly addressed
study hypotheses. Further, the self-relevance of task goals has
been demonstrated to be an important factor in determining
motivation and effort exertion (Gendolla and Richter, 2010).
While the current work did not examine self-relevance, future
work would benefit from the consideration of such closely related
theoretical constructs. Third, while evidence that the worst rates
of performance occurred under conditions of highest effort and
lowest personal control does suggest that effort costs undermine
the positive benefits of making choices, a no-effort condition
would have allowed us to directly contrast the effects of choice
within and without a context of effort. To more directly parse
the effects of personal control and effort costs, future studies
should utilize a broader range of effort costs including a no-effort
condition.

The current work has significant implications for the
study of personal control and effort. Across fields such as
counseling, motivation science, and education, there is a
common fundamental goal of enhancing intrinsic motivation to
equip individuals to tackle effortful personal challenges. While it
is often not possible or not desirable to alter the level of effort
required to achieve a goal, it may be possible to enhance intrinsic
motivation to meet effort requirements. Our results suggest that
when effort requirements are high, bolstering the experience of
personal control to boost intrinsic motivation may require the
experience of real control in order to overcome effort costs.

Our study provided evidence that a context of physical effort
costs may negate the benefits of making some choices. Future
research should explore whether the cognitive effort demanded
by more computationally difficult choices (e.g., Kool et al.,
2010) undermines the positive benefits of choice. Additionally,
given that developmental stage and psychopathology can impact
willingness or ability to expend cognitive effort in decision
making (Leykin et al., 2011; Luke et al., 2012; Westbrook et al.,

2013), future research could examine how altered decision costs
might influence the motivational outcomes of choice.

While the beneficial effects of personal control have been
repeatedly demonstrated across domains from performance on
simple tasks and educational activities to coping with stress (e.g.,
Patall, 2013; Murayama et al., 2015; Murty et al., 2015; Bhanji
et al., 2016), many studies have operationalized personal control
via low-cost, simple choices that may or may not offer actual
control. Given that effort is a ubiquitous requirement for nearly
all goal achievement, and given that differing levels of control
may be required to enhance motivation under different effort
costs, it is important to examine the conjoint effects of control
and cost factors in decision making. Our results shed light on the
subtleties of how these factors may interact, suggesting that when
costs are high, mere choice and illusory control alone may not
suffice to enhance motivation. Rather, under effort requirements,
opportunities to exert real control may be necessary to boost
motivation. At the same time, our results suggest that conditions
of illusory control may be transformed by even intermittent
occasions of actual control, suggesting that enriched perceptions
of control rather than complete and total personal control may be
sufficient to motivate.
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